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Abstract
Recent approaches to the combination of process algebras and temporal logic have
shown that it is possible to specify logical formulae as processes. The presented work
exploits the applicability of these approaches, in the context of globally clocked
process algebras, and shows how logical expressions describing the history of a
system can be used to simplify system specications with process algebras. In order
to allow modelling of composed systems at a high level, one-way communication is
used to build the model of the system. Finally, an outline of how these models can
be rened is given.
1 Motivation and Related Work
Process algebras have been successfully applied to various systems as a formal
modelling language. Their strength lies in their ability to easily abstract from
details of a system model by means of the hiding operator.
The analysis of these models usually involves either another formalism to
specify properties, like temporal logical expressions that can be veried using
a model checker, or renement relations that compare two models of a system
at dierent levels of abstraction.
More recently, logical formulae have been translated to processes such that
renement relations can be used to verify properties of a system model. The
rst paper explaining this relationship was published recently in [3]. It presents
two attempts to use renement-based approaches for the verication of LTL
formulae.
In the rst attempt, a property was represented by the most non-determin-
istic process such that all processes satisfying the property are trace rene-
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ments of the property process. As renement checkers lik e FDR [2] use nite
traces, only pure safety properties can be veried like this. These are exactly
the properties for which it is decidable after a nite n umber of transitions of
the system whether the property is not satised.
In the second attempt, a constraining process was introduced. This process
was put in parallel composition with the system. Using failure renement it
was possible to verify the represented property for system models that have a
nite state space and are deadlock-free.
In practice, it appeared to be dicult to get convincing results from this
property checking method because a negative answer from it can result either
from the fact that the property does not hold for the system or from a mod-
elling error in the system itself. The way FDR handles system and property
processes makes it v erylaboriously to distinguish between the two cases.
The second approach about specications as renement is presented in
[6 ]. The authors deal with safety properties in timed CSP and dene a new
semantics for dense-time. They suggest to discretise the problem and reduce
it to untimed CSP processes such that the renement can be check ed using
FDR, provided that priority is giv ento clock signals.
Both approaches use processes to describe properties that are equivalent
to logical formulae. This is advantageous because the properties are expressed
in the same language as the system model. Moreov er, they can be analysed
with well-established renement methods for processes.
In the work presented here, this approach is used to extend the modelling
capabilities of process algebras. The system and its properties are modelled
as dierent processes. When they are placed in parallel the latter can reect
whether the system satises the property or not. The property process can
be seen as an online-diagnostic process; it observes the system and represents
its state.
The observation of the system b y the diagnostic process is realized us-
ing one-way communication. One-way communication and broadcasting in
a framework of programming languages was studied in [7]. The Calculus of
Broadcasting Systems (CBS) that is closely related to CCS [4] is presented
in that publication. A process in CBS describes its ability to speak to its
environment. All processes are input-enabled, i.e. they always listen to ev-
erything that other processes output. This implies that all processes progress
synchronously and only one process can speak at a time. The one-to-one
communication realized in CCS is conv erted to a one-to-all communication.
F urthermore, there is no general way in CBS to distinguish between an
action that is heard b ya process and one that is ignored b yall parallel pro-
cesses because it depends on the implementation of the communication in the
programming language underneath whether an action is heard or not. In the
process algebra this is hidden b y means of an abstract, so-called translator
function. This function translates all actions into either heard (audible) or
ignored (non-audible) actions.
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The presented process algebra can be seen as an implementation of a
slightly amended version of CBS on top of a classical process algebra. The re-
striction in CBS that only one process can speak at a time is not practical for
modelling diagnostic processes. Therefore, a new process algebra is developed
that allo wsboth broadcasting communication and multicast communication
in CSP-style. Processes can listen to synchronised and unsynchronised ac-
tions. F urthermore, processes can progress asynchronously. In contrast to
CBS, they are not necessarily input-deterministic.
This process algebra can model systems and properties as well as a com-
bination of both. A property processes placed in parallel composition with a
system records the current state of the system without changing or constrain-
ing its behaviour. T o accessthis state from the system process an if-then-else
construct is added to the process algebra.
The rst process algebra augmented with conditional choice was ACP de-
scribed in [1]. The conditional choice construct is extended here to proposi-
tional logic with past operators.
The next section in troduces the process algebra that is used as the mod-
elling language. A global clock signal and a second type of action that is
used for one-way communication is included in its alphabet. In Section 3 it
is explained how properties can be expressed in the process algebra. Finally,
the use of the if-then-else construct is presented. Its applicability is shown by
means of an example in Section 5.
2 Process Algebra with a Global Clock and One-wa y
Communication
2.1 Informal Description
The process algebra used as a basis for the extension is similar to CSP [9].
It consists of a set of actions A, the prex operator !, the external choice
operator + and the parallel composition operator k. The parallel operator
is augmented with a synchronisation set S that allows to specify actions the
two processes in parallel composition hav e to synchronise on, denoted b yk
S
.
F urthermore, the result of communication is again a visible action. Therefore,
multicast communication is possible.
Like in ATP [5] a clock action clk is introduced that allo wsfor synchro-
nisation of all components of a system. The components that are ready to
perform a clk action are block eduntil all their parallel components are ready
to perform it. Within two clock actions the components can progress indepen-
dently and asynchronously as long as they do not hav e to synchronise with
each other on some other actions. The interval between two clock actions is
often referred to as a clock cycle.
The beginning, resp. the end, of a clock cycle form particular states of
the system because all components are in synchronisation and hav e not y et
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performed any action, resp. hav e performed all actions possible within the
clock cycle. These states will be used later to ev aluatewhether the model
satises certain safety properties.
As the process algebra was c hosen for modelling hardware protocols actions
are not delay able. This decision does not inuence the further development
of the process algebra, but it means that timelock can occur.
By introducing a new type of action the process algebra can express one-
way communication actions. Normal actions can be seen as sending actions.
The new type acts as receiving actions { listening to the sender. Sending and
receiving are complementary to each other but not symmetrical. The new
action can only be performed in synchronisation with the sending action, the
process performing the sending action, however, can progress independently
if its parallel components do not listen to the action (and, of course, do not
have to synchronise on it). In other words, on that instant the sending process
is not inuenced b y its parallel processes and it will not be held up from
progressing. Therefore, the action that the receiver performs is called \passive
synchronisation". This distinguishes one-way communication from classical
communication where both the sender and receiver processes can be delayed.
In contrast to asynchronous communication, the sender and receiver in a one-
way communication system communicate without delay.
The new action type can be integrated into a process algebra with synchro-
nised communication without the need for the clock action. The clock action
is only used when properties are modelled. Note also that normal synchroni-
sation is not aected by passive synchronisation actions. The blocking due to
non-readiness of a parallel component can still occur. Passive synchronisation
action are added orthogonally and hav e no inuence on the existing semantics.
For conv enience, the new listening actions are denoted b y a tilde on top
of an action. Hence, the process Q = ~a ! P is ready to receive an action a.
This can be read as \Q is listening to a".
2.2 Remarks on One-way Communication
The implication of the passive synchronisation actions is that the behaviour
of synchronisation changes temporarily. In classical process algebras the syn-
chronisation set is xed, in the presented extension the synchronisation set
depends on the state of the system. The two active semantic rules in Table 1
specify how to adapt the synchronisation set. The rules state that passive
synchronisation actions always hav e to be performed in synchronisation with
all other parallel processes. That means, in the following example, if the pas-
siv esynchronisation action ~a is enabled the synchronisation set must contain
a, otherwise it should be kept empty. Note, that the processes are equal in the
sense that normal actions are dened to be equal whether they are received
b yanother component or not.
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(b! STOP + ~a! STOP)k
fg
a! STOP =
b! (STOPk
fg
a! STOP) + (a! STOPk
fag
a! STOP) =
b! a! STOP + a! STOP
The extension of the process algebra is a conservative extension as the
properties of classical process algebra are retained if the new actions are not
applied. It is truly an extension as it adds expressiveness with respect to the
synchronisation behaviour. To be more precise, in classical process algebra it
is not possible to model actions that are performed in synchronisation only if
another process is ready to do so.
The following examples show the two possibilities of classical communica-
tion in process algebra. In the rst example both processes have to synchronise
on a. Therefore, only one a can be performed. In the second one, the synchro-
nisation set is empty and actions can be performed in an interleaving manner
preserving the dened order of each process.
a! a! STOPk
fag
a! b! STOP =(1)
a! b! STOP
a! a! STOPk
fg
a! b! STOP =(2)
a! a! a! b! STOP +
a! a! b! a! STOP +
a! b! a! a! STOP
In contrast, passive synchronisation actions allow the modelling of be-
haviour that is more restrictive than in terleaving actions, but less constrain-
ing than synchronised actions. Therefore, passive synchronisation adds further
expressiveness to the process algebra. In the third example, the rst a has to
be performed in synchronisation. Thereafter, a and b can occur in any order.
a! a! STOPk
fg
~a! b! STOP =(3)
a! a! b! STOP +
a! b! a! STOP
This behaviour cannot be modelled in classical process algebra. The
only way to approximate the behaviour is using an auxiliary communication
medium, e.g. modelled by a channel such as in [9]. The main deciency is that
the medium delays the sending and receiving action. It is an important prop-
erty of one-way communication that sent messages are received immediately.
This plays a major role when modelling logical formulae as processes.
2.3 F ormalDenition
The new one-way communication is dened b y a second set of actions. F or
processes that use actions of this set new deduction rules are added to the
operational semantics of classical process algebras
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passive pr ex
~a! p
~a
  !p
passive parallel sync
p
~a
  !p
0
q
~a
  !q
0
pk
S
q
~a
  !p
0
k
S
q
0
passive par allelnosync
p
~a
  !p
0
q 6
~a
  !
pk
S
q
~a
  !p
0
k
S
q
passive external choice
p
~a
  !p
0
p+ q
~a
  !p
0
Rules for passive synchronisation
actions
active parallel sync
p
a
=) p
0
q
~a
  !q
0
pk
S
q
a
=) p
0
k
S
q
0
a 62 S
active parallel nosync
p
a
=) p
0
q 6
~a
  !
pk
S
q
a
=) p
0
k
S
q
a 62 S
active hiding
p
a
=) p
0
pnS

=) p
0
nS
a 2 S
Additional rules for progress
transitions
Table 1
Semantics rules
Denition 2.1 (Passive Synchronisation) Let A be the set of (normal) ac-
tions, then
~
A = f~aja 2 Ag is called the set of passive synchronisation actions.
The semantics for passive synchronisation actions is dened b ymeans of
a labelled transition system LTS
p
= (P;
~
A;  !; P
init
) where P is the set of
processes,   ! (P 
~
A  P) denes the labelled transition relation, and
P
init
2 P is the initial process.
The transition rules are presented in the left column of Table 1. The intu-
ition behind these transitions is that they represent the ability to synchronise
on the corresponding normal action. The transitions are used in the opera-
tional semantics of classical process algebra to support passive synchronisation
actions.
The operational semantics of the new process algebra is dened b ymeans
of a second labelled transition system LTS
n
= (P;

A;=); P
init
) that uses
the same set of processes P. The alphabet is extended b y clk and  ,

A =
A[ fclk; g. =)  (P 

AP) denes the transition relation.
In the right column of Table 1 only the additional rules for the parallel
composition operator that involve passive synchronisation actions and the rule
for the hiding operator are listed, described in the next two paragraphs.
Only composed systems are inuenced b ypassive actions. If one compo-
nent listens to a normal action both components progress in synchronisation.
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time determinism
p
clk
=) p
0
q
clk
=) q
0
p+ q
clk
=) p
0
+ q
0
time pr ogress
p
clk
=) p
0
q
clk
=) q
0
pkq
clk
=) p
0
kq
0
Table 2
Operational semantics for clock actions
This is described b y ruleactive par allelsync. Otherwise, only the component
performing the normal action can progress, described in rule active parallel
nonsync. It is an important requirement that the normal action is not subject
to normal synchronisation requirements; it must not be contained in the syn-
chronisation set. This requirement ensures that the extension is a conservative
one.
The hiding rule is mentioned to clarify that  actions do not reect whether
passive synchronisation has taken place. A corresponding passive rule does
not exist. If a passive synchronisation action is hidden the process cannot
listen to its en vironment. Therefore it deadlocks. The  action is the only
in visible action. It is not possible to synchronise on it neither in the classical
sense nor with passive synchronisation.
There are two deduction rules for the clock action shown in Table 2. In
addition, the clk action has to be excluded from those deduction rules of the
classical process algebras that would lead to contradictions with these two
rules. F urthermore,the clk action has no impact on the rules with passive
synchronisation actions because there is no passive action
f
clk .
The transition relation =) is used to dene traces of a process in the usual
way.It corresponds to the denition in classical process algebras [9].
T o simplify the denition of tracesa sequence of invisible actions followed
b y a normal action a, follo wed b y another sequence of invisible actions is
combined into one new transition. It is denoted b y


=)
a;M
=)


=).
Denition 2.2 (Traces) The set of traces of a process P is dened as the set
of all nite sequences consisting of normal actions and clock actions that a
process can perform.
traces (P ) = ftr 2 (A [ fclkg)

fin
jn = length(tr) ^
9P
1
; : : : ; P
n
9M 2 fT; Fg
n
8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : P
i 1


=)
tr
i
;M
i
=)


=) P
i
g
where P
0
= P .
P assive actions hav e a strong inuence on traces of composed processes.
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It is not true anymore that a trace of a composed process can be separated
into the subtraces produced b yeach component. As an example consider the
traces of process P = a ! STOP and process Q = b ! ~a ! b ! STOP .
They are dened as traces(P ) = f<>;< a >g and trac es(Q) = f<>;< b >g.
The second b action in process Q cannot occur because there is no a action
the process ~a ! b ! STOP can listen to. Howev er,if P is placed in parallel
composition with Q, the composed system can perform b twice if the rst b
occurs before a. The traces of Pk
fg
Q are f<>;< a >;< b >;< a; b >;<
b; a >;< b; a; b >g.
In the usual way traces dene a renement relation between process b y
means of subset relation. For example, the process Pk
fg
Q would be an
equivalent process in the sense of trace renement to the process a ! b !
STOP + b! a! b! STOP because the processes rene mutually.
3 Property Processes
3.1 Intr oduction
In [3] the semantics of a property was dened b y the set of all innite traces
that satisfy the property. Two classes are distinguishable: Safety properties
where it is decidable on the basis of a nite prex of a trace if the property
does not hold, and liveness properties where any nite prex can be extended
to a satisfying trace.
The same semantics is used here. However, the purpose of the property
processes is slightly dierent. Instead of v erifying that a system satises the
properties represented b ythe processes, here the processes are used to add a
new modelling feature: a property process can be seen as an online-diagnostic
process. It indicates whether the system in the actual state satises a certain
property or not.
3.2 Modelling Property Processes
The properties that will be modelled as processes are equivalent to logical for-
mulae of a propositional logic with past operators. The set of atomic propo-
sitions covers the actions contained in the alphabet A. A formula can consist
of rst order logic and two timing operators P
clk
and B
clk
that describe prop-
erties in previous clock cycles. P
clk
 means that  holds in the previous clock
cycle and B
clk
 means that  holds in every clock cycle back to the cycle
where  holds.
The grammar for a property  is as follows where a denotes an atomic
proposition indicating that a certain action a 2 A occurred.
 =  j  _  j : j a j true
 = P
clk
 j  B
clk
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Now we can dene when a trace tr satises the property , written tr j= .
To do this we reverse the trace. This is necessary because the logic deals with
the past of the process. Recall that a trace is nite. Its reversal is denoted by
rev(tr).
tr j=  i rev(tr) j=
r

The denition of j=
r
is as follows:
tr j=
r
true
tr j=
r
: if tr 6j=
r

tr j=
r
a if tr
0
6= clk ^ tr
tail
j=
r
a
_tr
0
= a
tr j=
r
 _  if tr j=
r
 _ tr j=
r
 
tr j=
r
 ^  if tr j=
r
 ^ tr j=
r
 
tr j=
r
P
clk
 if tr
0
6= clk ^ tr
tail
j=
r
P
clk

_tr
0
= clk ^ tr
tail
j=
r

tr j=
r
B
clk
 if tr
0
6= clk ^ tr
tail
j=
r
B
clk
 
_tr
0
= clk ^ (tr
tail
j=
r
 _ tr
tail
j=
r
 ^ B
clk
 )
A property process representing a property in this logic consists of two
parts running in parallel. One component enables an appropriate action rep-
resenting the truth value of the property, that the system model might want
to use, the other component evaluates the actual truth value of the property.
The enabling process is a simple process modelling a read-write variable.
It can be read by all components of the system and is written to by the evalu-
ating component of the property process. The truth valuehas to be updated
immediately after every clk action. The whole process looks like this:
E

= clk ! E
0

E
0

= set

true ! E
+

+ set

false ! E
 

E
+

= read

true ! E
+

+ clk ! E
0

E
 

= read

false ! E
 

+ clk ! E
0

T omake sure that the value is set exactly at the beginning of each clock
cycle, priority has to be given to set

value ov er normal actions.Alternatively ,
the clock action can be divided into two clock actions, clk
start
and clk
finish
that all components hav e to synchronise on. The setting of the values is then
performed between these two actions.
The evaluating process uses one-way communication and listens to the
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actions that appear in the formula, call them relevant actions. At the begin-
ning of each clock cycle the process indicates whether the system satises the
property or not. An action set

value is performed in synchronisation with the
enabling process. This action indicates the truth value of the formula at the
very beginning of each clock cycle.
The structure of the process is dependent on the formula. We distinguish
two types: formulae whose truth value is determined b y actions that were
performed in the previous clock cycle (past properties) and formulae whose
relevant actions are performed within the actual clock cycle (present proper-
ties). The formulae useful to express practical properties are typically past
properties with present properties as subformulae.
Formulae of the form P
clk
 or B
clk
 , and the logical combination of both
are the only past properties. These properties are easily translated to processes
because the clk action denes a state where further actions cannot inuence
their value. At the time when the truth value is updated the relevant actions
were performed in the previous clock cycle. Therefore, the property process
can revert to another property process for the formula  in the case of P
clk

or on processes for  and  in the case of B
clk
 . The relevant actions are
the read

value actions for the subformulae  and  .
The corresponding processes for P
clk
 and B
clk
 are presented below.
P (P
clk
) =
g
read

true ! clk ! set
P
clk

true ! P (P
clk
)
+
g
read

false ! clk ! set
P
clk

false ! P (P
clk
)
P (B
clk
 ) =
g
read
 
true ! clk ! set
B
clk
 
true ! P
0
(B
clk
 )
+
g
read
 
false ! clk ! set
B
clk
 
false ! P (B
clk
 )
P
0
(B
clk
 ) =
g
read
_ 
true ! clk ! set
B
clk
 
true ! P
0
(B
clk
 )
+
g
read
_ 
false ! clk ! set
B
clk
 
false ! P (B
clk
 )
The subformula , sa y in property P
clk
, is a present property because
the truth value for  in the actual clock cycle is used, represented b y the
g
read

value actions in the process for P
clk
. These read actions hav e to be re-
placed by a sequence of actions that captures the value of  in the actual clock
cycle in order to get the complete property process P (P
clk
). F or example, to
know whether action a is performed in the actual clock cycle, i.e. when  = a,
the process has to listen to a. Thus,
g
read
a
true has to be replaced b y~a. How-
ever, the absence of a in the clock cycle is more dicult to prov e. The absence
of a is only assured if the clk action occurs before any a action. Therefore,
g
read
a
false cannot be replaced b y any action, but has to be removed. The
occurrence of clk will resolve the choice whether  = a is true or false in that
clock cycle. T able3 shows the relevant values of the six basic formulae for
g
read

true and
g
read

false.
For a general subformula  in DNF, i.e.
W
i=1:::n
(
V
j=1:::m
i

ij
) where each

ij
is a basic present formula, the following denition has to be used for
g
read

value. It recursively denes a process that generates the relevant ac-
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g
read

true
g
read

false
a ~a  
:a   ~a
P
clk

g
read
P
clk

true
g
read
P
clk

false
:P
clk

g
read
P
clk

false
g
read
P
clk

true
B
clk
 
g
read
B
clk
 
true
g
read
B
clk
 
false
:B
clk
 
g
read
B
clk
 
false
g
read
B
clk
 
true
Table 3
Relevant actions for basic present properties
tion sequences. Those sequences ending with label TRUE indicate that the
property  holds in the actual clock cycle, those ending with label FALSE
describe the conditions when the property fails. The denition is as follows:
(I
i
describes the index set for the ith conjunction. A hat on top of a parameter
means that it is left out.)
P (I
1
; : : : ; I
n
) =
P
j2I
i
6=fjg
g
read

ij
true ! P (I
1
; : : : ; I
i
nfjg; : : : ; I
n
)
+
P
j2I
i
=fjg
g
read

ij
true ! TRUE
+
P
j2I
i
g
read

ij
false ! P (I
1
; : : : ;
^
I
j
; : : : ; I
n
)
P () = FALSE
T o get the nal property process for the formula that uses  as a subformula
the label TRUE , resp. F ALSE, has to be replaced by what follows
g
read

true,
resp.
g
read

false.
The whole generation process of the property process can be automated.
The designer only has to think about the property. As an example, the prop-
erty process for  = P
clk
( _  ) with  = a and  = b is derived here:
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P () = P (P
clk
( _  )) =
~a! clk ! set

true ! P ()
+
~
b! clk ! set

true ! P ()
+
g
read
a
false ! (
~
b! clk ! set

true ! P ()
+
g
read
b
false ! clk ! set

false ! P ())
+
g
read
b
false ! (~a! clk ! set

true ! P ()
+
g
read
a
false ! clk ! set

false ! P ())
As
g
read
a
false and
g
read
b
false hav e no corresponding actions the process
simplies to:
P () =
~a! clk ! set

true ! P ()
+
~
b! clk ! set

true ! P ()
+ clk ! set

false ! P ()
4 Conditionals in Process Algebra
Conditional choice was introduced into process algebra in the context of ACP
in [1]. Choice was resolved depending on the value of a propositional logic
expression. It is represented b yan if then else construct and is dened as
follows:
Denition 4.1 (If-then-else)
The process P = if  then P
1
else P
2
is dened as
8
<
:
P
1
if  holds
P
2
otherwise.
The formula  can be a formula of any propositional logic. Its truth value
is usually determined independently of process P .
However, the logic presented earlier takes the state of the process in to
account. Therefore, the truth value depends on the state of the process, in
particular on the trace of the process that led to P . When an if then else
construct is used a property process for  is created automatically and placed
in parallel composition with the system model. Using the property process
P () the if then else construct can be translated into a normal choice
expression:
P =
g
read

true ! P
1
+
g
read

false ! P
2
The construction of the property process guarantees that the process P
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continues as
8
<
:
P
1
if tr j= 
P
2
otherwise.
where tr is the trace that led to P .
The fact that the system indeed satises  when P
1
is chosen, and does
not satisfy  when P
2
is chosen can be formally established b y constructing
an appropriate Kripke structure that represents the relevant behaviour and
properties of the system.
5 Example
The example presented in this section illustrates how conditionals can be used
with property processes. It describes the specication of a clocked sender com-
ponent from the model of the alternating bit protocol (ABP). F ora detailed
discussion of the ABP modelled with process algebras see for example [8].
The example is too small for the new modelling feature to be of real benet.
However, it shows the dierences to classical process algebras and makes clear
what the advantages are.
The sender can be separated into two components with a well-dened
interface (ack data): one component for sending data and one that deals
with its acknowledgement. In the ABP, the data sent is only acknowledged as
received correctly if the control bit of the acknowledgement has the same value
as the control bit of the data message sent. Otherwise, the same message is
re-sent. In the example code the value of the control bit is used as a subscript
in the process and action names. The sender process S
0
has sent the control
bit 0 and is expecting an acknowledgement rcv
0
, and so on. The process S
1
has the same structure as S
0
modulo the value of the control bit; it is therefore
left out.
S
0
= clk ! if P
clk
ack data
0
then
send
1
! S
1
else
send
0
! S
0
R = clk ! (rcv
0
! ack data
0
! R
+rcv
1
! ack data
1
! R
+R)
Sys = (S
0
k
fg
Rk
fg
P (P
clk
ack data
0
)k
fg
P (P
clk
ack data
1
))nH
0
[H
1
where H
i
= fack data
i
; set
P
clk
ack data
i
value; read
P
clk
ack data
i
valueg
The specication of a sender in classical process algebra would probably
consist of one sequential process; it is much harder to model it as a concurrent
system. All possibilities hav e to be taken into account when synchronisation
between a sending and an acknowledging component has to take place. The
specication could look like the follo wing:
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S
0
= clk ! (send
0
! (rcv
0
! S
1
+ rcv
1
! S
0
+ S
0
)
+rcv
0
! send
0
! S
0
+rcv
1
! send
0
! S
0
)
Sys = S
0
Using the trace semantics dened in Section 3 it can be shown that both
models are equivalent. Howev er, the model in classical process algebra is
muc hharder to maintain. It is more dicult to change the protocol because
the aspects of sending and receiving are merged into one process. In contrast,
the rst model clearly separates the components S and R which makes it easy
to replace one component by a new one. This becomes important when several
designers are developing dierent parts of a system or when models should be
re-used.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
A new modelling approach for globally clocked systems was presented. It
integrates temporal logical formulae and behavioural description in process
algebras. The logical formulae are translated into processes that are connected
with the system model using one-way communication.
The applicability of this approach for high-level specication was shown
b y the example of a sender component using the alternating bit protocol. A
more complex case study analysing the PI-Bus protocol [10] will follow.
Currently, a renement method is developed that allows to translate the
specication into a new model using pure classical process algebra. The main
idea is to replace one-way communication by communication of classical pro-
cess algebras and to split the states with conditional choice into several states
such that only normal choice is used in the model.
As an extension to the presented logic, an operator might be added in the
future that describes that an action occurs before another one, but within
the same clock cycle. It giv esadditional expressiveness without increasing
complexity.
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